4 Ranleagh Street, Kurrimine Beach

R ANLE AG H R E TR E AT $ 220 /NT OR $ 1260 /WK 1ST 4 G U E STS

3 2 3

Ranleagh Retreat is a welcoming Beach Bungalow just 3 minutes walk to the shores of
Kurrimine Beach. It epitomizes the coastal chic vibe.

Price

The Owners have attended to every detail with care and you in mind! To ensure your
stay gives you the R & R anticipated at any good Retreat.
The beds in all 3 A/C rooms are crisp, clean and comfy. You can BYO linen or
choose to hire as required. All rooms have cupboards, drawers and mirrors
The lounge room is spacious, the seating is generous including a reading nook, the
main TV is huge and the Air Conditioning COLD
The kitchen is fully equipped with a French Door Fridge/Freezer, Dishwasher,
Combo Convection Microwave ( no oven) , ceramic cooktop and plenty of
crockery, glasses and cutlery.
Dining options include either inside or out. Inside for the hot weather is a large 8
seater with a complimenting 4 seater Bar Table. If you go for the outdoor Al
Fresco style, the large 6 seater table will be perfect for the recap of all Holiday
Tales while the Dinner is cooking on the Massive Stainless Steel 8 burner BBQ.
There is another table with 4 chairs out front to watch over the pool.
The Ensuite inside is accessed through the main bedroom and is spacious but the
downstairs main bathroom is set up as a Wet Room and will be the favourite.
The crystal sparkling waters of the free form pool are so inviting it will be hard to
walk past!The privacy is enhanced by tropical foliage and screens. The outside
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destination ….but once will never be enough!

HOLIDAY/SHORT TERM:$200/night Holiday
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AGENT DETAILS
Sandra Love - 0400 656 448
OFFICE DETAILS
Kurrimine Beach
PO Box 198 QLD 4871 Australia
0400 656 448

